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The Vipassana
Experience

Breathe

Observe

Repeat

This is a write up of my experiences of the Vipassana meditation, to share with others what my
perceptions were, what the outcome was and the techniques I used to get there. I was nervous,
anxious and scared, to spend 10 days inside my own head. I actually wanted to leave by the 5th
day but forced myself to stay. Surprisingly, by the 10th day, I didn't want the course to end. It
was truly life changing.
I thought it might be beneficial to write up the things that I wish I was told before taking the
course, or things to think about during the course so as to get the best experience possible and
afterwards be able to practice daily with ease. The accounts of the First day is really detailed, so
as to paint a picture of how grueling this experience can be. However, for subsequent days I
focused more on the insights or breakthroughs that I experienced during the course.
May you benefit from my experience and Be Happy J
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Preface
Whether I believe in past lives or future lives, I still live in this present life. - Anonymous
Run away! Don’t do it! It is mental torture!, but so is anything that is worth doing for a lifetime
of improvement. Why is it so torturous to stay within one’s own mind for any extended period
of time?
Our lives have revolved around what we can see, touch, taste, smell and feel. These are
subjected to external influences completely outside of our control. We think we have control
because we can alter our source of stimulation. In other words if I don’t like the temperature in
the room, I can turn on the heater or air conditioner. If I don’t like the way my clothes feel, I can
change them, and if I don’t like the way my body feels, I can take a pill and the pain goes away.
At the base of all of these actions, and any other action is a sensation. The sensation is either
pleasure or pain and based on the type of sensation, we react. We are unaware of majority of
the sensations in our bodies. If we close our eyes can we feel our stomach, our shin, or our
shoulder? These parts and every other single part of the body clearly have nerve endings
however, we only know these parts exist when there is a rise of pleasure or pain. Pleasure and
pain are just sensations. All sensations come and go. The feeling of pain in the stomach comes,
and it eventually goes. The feeling of tension released during a massage is a pleasurable
sensation which also comes and then goes. Underlying everything pleasant or unpleasant is a
sensation and what makes them pleasant or unpleasant is our attachment to the sensation
itself. Every action we take is based on a sensation and the more sensations or stimulations we
are exposed to, the more we associate actions to these sensations.

Chapter 1
Why I did Vipassana
"No, I don't like work. I had rather laze about and think of all the fine things that can be done. I
don't like work - no man does - but I like what is in the work - the chance to find yourself. Your
own reality - for yourself, not for others - what no other man can ever know. They can only see
the mere show, and never can tell what it really means." – Joseph Conrad: Heart of Darkness
I know years ago when anyone brought up the fact that they meditate every day I would snicker
a bit and look down on them. What problems do you have and how is sitting down going to
help you solve them? If you want to solve a problem you go out and you solve it. Don’t sit and
contemplate it, that’s the exact opposite of what one should do.
Little did I realize or acknowledge that I was the one who needed meditation. I had a job, good
pay, comfortable life, always moving up the corporate ladder with ease. My paycheck increased
and so did my ego. I was doing this all on my own with no help from anyone else, that’s what I
told myself anyway. I was arrogant, cocky, and brash. I had set myself up on some lofty
expectations that I need to continually be making money, making things happen, going out and
solving problems and staying stagnant was a sign of weakness. I had the typical Type-A
personality. If I’m not growing, I’m dying and if I’m not moving I’m regressing. This worked, for
a while anyway. I had a few friends that held up the mirror to me and called me out on actions,
but didn’t matter; they didn’t have what I had materially. I could go and party all my problems
away and pass out knowing I’m content with my possessions. If I forget that a problem exists,
then the problem never happened.
This went on for years. Didn’t really have an effect on my job, the corporate world admired and
even promoted such a mentality. Companies will go so far as to seek it out, praise it and call it
tenacity. I fed on that acceptance of peers that I very soon felt like not even being around. I’m
better than all these people and the resentment grew, the insecurities grew, the consumption
and cravings grew. While I was in it, it wasn’t a big deal because my yardstick was my peer
group. I’m not that bad in comparison, at least that’s what I told myself; in fact I’m better.
One day it dawned on me, that I’m just not that happy. I can’t recall how it came about but I
couldn’t stop myself from unintentionally fighting and arguing with everyone. Everything
seemed to make me anxious or feel that something bad was always looming around the corner.
I would imagine every interaction ending in a fight, every scenario preparing myself for some
catastrophic moment. Whether it was a verbal confrontation or a physical altercation, it didn’t
matter, I had to win and I would imagine going to the extremes. This was clearly not a good
place to be and I was tired. I was tired of constantly fighting in my own mind, dreaming up
scenarios that could never happen yet I had to fight and win them. Sleep, interpersonal
relationships, going out without the need of some drug soon became a habit. My mentality and
personal self-image was crumbling and being around people soon felt like wearing a mask.
Feeling as through I have a persona or an act to keep up appearances was becoming a heavier
and heavier burden to bear. The best part is I looked normal, I held it together like this for
years, re-enforced by the fact that if I have a good job and money. It will protect me.

If it all ended today, I wouldn’t be all that sad, meh, big deal, life goes on, and I don’t need to be
here. All these toys that I have, this place, these possessions, none of it really matters and none
if it really makes me that happy. It dawned on me one day that I was making four times more
money than the average household income and I still wasn’t happy. What more could I want?
I’m in an environment where money is the center of my existence and yet with all this money, I
still can’t buy permanent happiness. In fact I’m going the opposite route. I’m going towards the
downward spiral really fast projecting my negative views onto others. Starting arguments and
pushing people away just because I wasn’t getting from them what I expected to get. If people
didn’t agree with me or see things my way, they just weren’t smart and I would look down on
them. If they weren’t making money, and living like I was living, they were useless and if they
were making money, and living like me, they were competition.
Suicide had definitely entered my mind, even stayed there for a while just as a contemplative
thought. If I did it, what would I gain, what am I hoping for, who does it really benefit, does it
really end the pain? Intellectually I knew the reasons I had for doing it were wrong, however
emotionally I just wanted the pain to stop. I couldn’t for whatever reason continue to be
ignorant about my unhappiness. There weren’t enough drugs or money to pacify my craving so
might as well end the craving. Whether we are reborn or there is an afterlife, I have no proof
but at a base level, anytime I’m running away from something or can’t face something that’s a
sign of weakness. I had to continually remind myself that I’m not weak, but couldn’t admit that I
really was weak.
I was never a pill person, even when it came to physical pain, I would never take an ibuprofen or
Tylenol. I would tough it out because I fundamentally believed that I needed my body to adjust
to the pain in order for it to recover properly. However, I was a drinker. I was a social binge
drinker since I started in college. What that meant was during the weekdays, I wouldn’t drink
but the weekends, I would get hammered, often times to the point of blacking out. As strange
as this sounds, it wasn’t a big deal. All my friends were drinking just the same, we would do keg
stands, have chugging contests, brag about how much we’d had the night before. I even
remember one of my friends had a habit of counting how many drinks he’d had by drawing a
line on his forearm for each drink. The goal wasn’t to limit himself, but to beat everyone else,
and I competed with a smile and a drink in my hand.
This isn’t so much a tale of don’t drink, as it is a tale to be more aware of the actions we take
and the unintended consequences that we never notice. I had no awareness or insight or
thought into what any of my actions meant or led to or the even impact of my actions. Thus far
my life had been pretty cozy and had had little negative consequence. I was what I thought at
the time happy. All my peers were happy; everyone around me was smiling, laughing and
having a good time. This type of activity went on for about 10 years. Good during the weekdays,
and go nuts with friends on the weekends.
It hadn’t gotten to the point of being functionally alcoholic but it was headed there. I knew
getting drunk every night wasn’t healthy nor was it helping my workout but it sure would quiet
the mental negative anxious chatter so I could get at least a few hours of sleep before I had to
go to work in the morning and repeat the monotony. Smoking weed at least helped calm me
down, reduce the alcohol a little bit but it was really trading one substance for another. I was
again deluding myself into thinking that I was in fact able to think clearer, more philosophical

and be more productive. Truth was the opposite. I was just finding another way to distract
myself from myself.
We love to share as a people and I was sharing, projecting and putting onto others the exact
same downward negative mental spiral I was going through. I wouldn’t associate with healthy
people; I would find comfort with miserable people who weren’t exactly uplifting. It’s difficult
for a blind person to help another blind person find the way out of the dark. Whatever I was
going through I didn’t realize it at the time but everything felt like it was a fight that I had to
bring everything and everyone down around me so I could feel better. Main reason is because I
felt like all my flaws were exposed constantly and everyone could see them wherever I went and
I had to constantly defend my self-image. Instead of looking at myself to solve my own
perspective I took up blaming the world. Kind of fits it you think about, ego driven, selfcentered, made it to the top (I wasn’t even at the top, but I sure deluded myself into thinking I
was), on my own and now my only comfort is the bottom of a shot glass.
I was actually really fortunate to have a job that I was good at, a job that I liked, at least in the
early years. I don’t blame corporate America but I do blame myself for being seduced. It is
really easy to join the herd. Most major companies at least in my experience take care of a lot
of things like giving really competitive salaries, insurance, long vacation packages, retirement
matching, discounts outside of work such as miles, and travel points. It’s hard to turn down that
life especially when it caters to all the desires and cravings and gives an avenue to fulfill them, or
at least the perception to fulfill them.
Going through the course of pursuing more money, I saw the one-way loyalty of employment
that this life had. I saw people who had worked for 12 years get laid off with a few weeks of
severance. I saw career employees who were on the verge of retirement get laid off. Years of
goodwill and credit given and built up by an employee get wiped out because of a single
mistake. Thankfully I never had to experience it, but saw others suffer through layoffs and told
them, “I’m sorry to hear they’re letting you go” and kept on thinking to myself, glad it’s not me.
It took a long while before I started thinking about retirement and what that life would look like.
My entire working life had been consumed with thinking about work. This is something that is
valued, and admired within the ranks or companies. As employees we’re told that we should
have activities or hobbies outside of work so that we can have an outlet for the stress, however
we should not to let those hobbies interfere with work. Basically compartmentalize your life
and compartmentalize your stress. From the time I would wake up, 8 AM to 6 PM I would be in
work mode. For 10 hours per day my focus was work. Nothing can interrupt the company time
or else I’ll get fired, or show that my actual life has more priority than the companies. I’m on
company time right now, not my own. If you’re married, or have kids, from 6 PM until 10 PM,
your time belongs to them and then maybe if you’re lucky you have 2 hours for yourself until
midnight to yourself or with your spouse.
For a household this is an ideal scenario. I have no experience and can only intellectualize what
the mentality must be and I can’t imagine a very happy existence coming out of this setup. Just
over 40% of the day is spent revolving around work and that’s if one is lucky. That’s not a
majority of the day but in regards to where attention and focus goes, it is the most time
consuming over any other activity. If we’re lucky we get 8 hours of sleep which is just over 30%
of the day and then finally if we’re not married or don’t have a family we’ve got 25% of the day

compartmentalized to decompress. Do we only feel sensations between 6pm and 12am? I
know I don’t, I feel them throughout the day. I’m doing a lot of suppressing throughout the day
just to stay calm and normal and focused to do my job. Remember this too was a job that I
actually liked. With that level of focus given to someone or something else, how can one not be
affected by it? It doesn’t surprise me that external coping mechanisms like alcohol, marijuana
and pills are on the rise. What else am I supposed to do when, I sacrifice my own mentality and
livelihood for money to pacify my cravings. I’m not married, nor do I have kids, but I had that
ideal scenario and still I was stressed. I had hobbies, I had outlets and still I felt overwhelmed.
This isn’t just a single day either; this is all day everyday for years, from age 21 to age 65, 44
years of your life, every single day. When you’re on vacation, don’t go too far or be out of reach,
just in case we need to contact you, but have a great time on your vacation and come back recharged.
The common thought is that one will work until 65 and then be able to retire and life
comfortably knowing that they have put in years of service and will get some form of money in
retirement. Although this is true, how much money will come back and how much will you need
to live off of. Assuming one is healthy and doesn’t have any major ailments after 44 years of
servitude, and assuming one owns their own home outright and assuming that all investments
have panned out and you’re making $1500 to $2000 a month based on 401k, if you’re lucky you
worked for a major company and have stocks saved up which could yield another $300-$500 a
month and a Roth IRA, another $1500 to $2000 a month. If everything goes right, one could be
up to $4500 a month income. If you don’t have the ideal situation right now, do you think
you’re going to have the ideal situation at retirement?
I bring all this up because it’s worth thinking about. Naturally the next question should be, what
do I do about it? That’s a question one has to answer for themselves and this is my story on
how I answered this question. I don’t have it all figured out, however I know that the box of
corporate life will be there for a while and if I ever feel the need to hold onto my attachments
that strongly I can always go back. In the meantime, while I’m young, while I’m able and while
I’m open minded, I might as well try new things in life and the first new thing was to find the
answers for myself.
After only 12 years of working, I quit corporate life altogether and moved out to Thailand. I had
always wanted to live abroad for a while and I had been to Thailand a couple times and really
liked it. It had all the creature comforts, easy life, inexpensive and fun. I started a school out
here, developed my own curriculum around Public Speaking and Presentation Skills, and taught
a full 12-week course. I was making progress. The drinking had slowed down, I was naturally
curious again, new environment, new toys, and new sensations. Well eventually even that
started to show signs of cracking. Again I thought this has got to change. I’ve explored as many
external pleasures as I possibly can on this planet, and eventually they all become dull. How
many drinks, how much physical pleasure, how much consumption will ever make me happy?
That’s when I started thinking I need to get away from the external stimulations and spend
some time in my own head and figure out what’s in there. The journey of meditation began.
Vipassana taught me how to understand, accept and enjoy these sensations, not just blindly
react.

Chapter 2
Preparation and Discovery
“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail” – Benjamin Franklin
I had been practicing basic meditation, which was just sitting down, observing thoughts and just
trying to train myself to stay in my own mind, without going insane. I would convince myself
that simply sitting and getting comfortable with my own thoughts was good for me since it
would allow me to practice not being affected as much by my reactions and thoughts. I started
by just sitting for 5 minutes in the morning and it was rough. I could barely sit still, I forced
myself to keep my eyes closed, and continually told myself that this is just my mind. Why do I
need to open my eyes, why can’t I keep them closed for an extended period of time, what’s the
rush? I don’t have anywhere to be, it’s just 5 minutes. Then I would settle down and the
chatterbox would start. Nothing major just regular stuff. I sat through it, bored, not sure if I was
doing this meditation thing right.
I got used to 5 minutes, so I increased to 10, then gradually 20, 30 and sometimes even an hour.
I tried to stay fairly consistent with it. In a given month I would probably meditate for 20 days
on average. I had looked into different techniques and looked into Vipassana based on a few
family members having already done it.
At first I kind of understood the idea that paying attention to breath gives a way to stop the
chatter of the mind. I didn’t quite get the whole reaction, craving, and aversion attachment
concept until I started the course. I watched a few YouTube videos, read a few things online and
I started doing Anapana, which is basic observation of breath. It gives the mind something to do
and it did stop the chatter. I would breathe and just see how many breaths I could go without
my mind wandering and when my mind did wander it was actual productive wandering. The
wandering now resulted in solving problems, making plans, answering questions that I had that I
either never did research to answer or came up with a false conclusion. It was working. Simply
just observing my breath gave me a new dimension to my meditations. I wasn’t looking forward
to meditation anymore, but I was far less intimidated by it. I practiced Anapana everywhere I
went. I didn’t dive into my cell phone as much, I wasn’t judging as much. Whatever limited
results I felt, I was happy with them.
There were times while meditating I felt a little freaked out. Things were happening that I didn’t
quite understand such as my mind would start to create a dizzying effect. My perceptions and
physical feeling started to spiral clockwise, however my body wanted to physically spiral
counterclockwise. I was fully aware that I was just sitting but I sat with this feeling for what felt
like 15 – 20 minutes. Another time, I felt as though I was surrounded in a large bubble or in the
middle of a hot air balloon and I could visualize myself sitting. I could also feel what I will call the
“walls” or the inner surface of this warm balloon. With each breath I took, the balloon would
expand and I could visualize myself sitting, getting smaller and smaller in size. After a few
breaths, the pressure in my head would start to build and I thought something would pop and
thought it best to take a break. Both feelings eventually went away but I was not sure what it
was and to be honest I am still not completely sure even after the course. My best guess is that
these were storms which are basically times of great unrest or upheaval of emotions.

A few weeks later, I was having dinner with a friend and after a long philosophical discussion
going nowhere; he suggested that since I was on this spiritual path I should do the Vipassana
Course. He had similar questions and he felt the course clarified many things in his life. A few
days later, I booked for the Vipassana Course. I became really nervous, slightly anxious but at
the same time knew that this would change my life. I didn’t know what I would find or discover
but I knew this was something worth doing even though I was so scared of it. The American way
is to face your fears head on and eradicate them and I did just that. One week prior to the
course, I made a commitment to myself to try and abide by the 5 precepts. I followed all but 1
and continued to eat meat. No drinking, sex, lying to others and myself, or stealing. I practiced
in the mornings and evenings so as to get used to this meditation thing that I was about to
endure. I could barely make it to 45 minutes, without my mind feeling like it was going to fall
apart and keep on wandering before I went to the course.

Chapter 3
The Theory of Vipassana
“In theory, there is no difference between theory and practice. But in practice, there is.”
― Yogi Berra

Due to my own experiences in learning or trying something new, I try and go through multiple
perspectives and examples just so that I can think about the task or problem thoroughly.
Therefore, I’m going to intentionally lay out quite a few examples and if you understand it, feel
free to skip ahead.
While watching a television show, we feel multiple reactions, some pleasant, some unpleasant.
Regardless of whether it was pleasant or unpleasant the actual sensation arises and passes. It’s
the mental association that we make with the sensation that makes it permanent. As children
we get bumps and bruises, sometimes break bones, however that sensation of pain is not with
us every day after that. It simply arises at that time, feels incredibly painful, but eventually goes
away. In our minds we associate the injury to extreme pain and therefore avoid anything that
we intellectually think could result in pain. This has served us well, it’s a good defense
mechanism. We clearly don’t want to run towards the fire, however it has also done a great
disservice. Running away from pain is good for safety but running towards pleasure does not
exactly produce good results either.
In the same vein, if something bad happens to us, we feel pain and if the pain is not given some
kind of outlet immediately, our tendency is to dwell on the pain thereby creating more. A dog
bites a man, and instead of understanding that it is a dog and dealing with the injury, the man
creates thoughts of dislike towards the dog, possibly even revenge. This is creating negativity
and pain on top of the physical pain already experienced. A few weeks later the man sees
another dog, and instantly recalls the bite incident. Now the anger that took place the first time
comes back and initial thoughts come back again, and again more negative thoughts and pain.
It’s easy to see how one negative incident if not dealt with immediately can have lasting
multiplying effects.
Just because a physical injury may heal, doesn’t mean a mental one does. The mental injuries or
the multiplied effects build up in our bodies. The mental injuries continue to persist within. Just
like the conscious mind wants to avoid pain, so does the subconscious. Therefore the
subconscious mind will continually try and remove the negative sensations the only way it
knows how and that’s by releasing it through bodily sensations.
Just as we feel and store unpleasant sensations, we store pleasurable sensations. The big
difference is how we react to each one. We form cravings for the pleasurable sensations. A man
eats ice cream, which makes him feel good. After all, it has a good taste, good feelings come up,
it’s ice cream, it should be good. The man can buy ice cream at will whenever he chooses to
have a pleasurable sensation and so a craving is formed. Not understanding or realizing the
impact until later on, eating too much ice cream leads to physical ailments and now the man is

in the hospital getting the news of diabetes. Again, a story, but pointing out how a pleasurable
moment can lead to a craving which can get out of control very easily.
The point is to control ourselves, and to understand why we react the way we do, how the
reactions come and why they come. Both aversion to pain and pursuit of craving have adverse
reactions. At first avoiding pain is a good way to protect oneself and pursuing pleasure feels
good, but taken to extremes both are the same, harmful. Just like our conscious mind wants to
stay away from pain, our subconscious mind wants the same. This means that when we
meditate and concentrate on a particular activity, the chatter in our minds ceases for the
duration we are concentrating. This gives the opportunity to the subconscious mind to start
getting rid of all the negative reactions it has been amassing all this time. Since the subconscious
mind is always feeding the conscious mind, once the negative reactions are eradicated, all that is
left are the pleasurable or positive ones. Initially this too feels good. Spreading love, joy,
harmony, happiness, all seem like good side benefits. You will want to give back, serve others,
help others, and show compassion to others. Nothing wrong with this, but there too will come
an addiction to these sensations as well. With the addiction will come expectation and with the
expectation if not met, will come disappointment and the cycle continues again.
Vipassana urges one to understand that each sensation is only coming and going, arising and
passing, going up and coming down. To form a craving or an aversion to either sensation is going
to have the same result. It teaches by direct experience that each moment pleasant or
unpleasant is just temporary and to not create a clinging or mental association to either one.
Through the 10-day course, one’s results are naturally going to be positive. It’s impossible not to
feel positive when all the external stimulation around has been practically eliminated. No
Internet, no writing, no reading, no talking and no eye contact.
Once the 10-day course is done, one is released back into the real world and left to deal with all
the stimuli again. At first the results are really good, one meditates daily, keeps up the process
and deals with eradicating the negative emotions but this must be done daily no different than
exercise. Otherwise the same negative reactions build up and one reverts back to the old ways
rather quickly.
If one lives a sedentary life and wishes to be fit, at the bare minimum one has to get up and do
some level of exercise or else one remains in the same state they are in. This sedentary person
may join a 10-day physical workout boot camp is taught some very valuable and positive
techniques that yield great results. The body is more energetic, there is now visible tone, and
one has learned many things both about the techniques and themselves. No doubt one feels
better. The boot camp is over, and one goes home. Now that they are on their own, they need
to adjust to society and try and incorporate everything that was done during the boot camp in
their daily lives. This person is now motivated to go to the gym every day. They get a
membership, plan their day around it and start going. Naturally the fat will go away, the energy
levels will go up, and the perspective and outlook will change.
Alternatively, this person who joined a gym, planned their day around working out may get
bogged down by life’s little activities. They miss one day, no big deal, they make it up the next.
Something comes up and they can’t make it up the next day, and now the motivation is
dwindling. The results were so good while this person was at the camp, and now, why are the
results not so good. As the practice fades, the technique becomes lost, possibly forgotten and

what results one had during the boot camp are not being met and the frustration sets in. The
frustration leads to aversion and negative reinforcement and this person is right back to where
they started before the boot camp.
However, if one keeps up the exercise on a daily basis, and puts in effort, the results are bound
to come. With the results come increased awareness of the results, things happening with the
body, foods that are healthier to eat, and the results are gained and now are permanent. The
effects of daily meditation are no different. If one meditates daily, practices the technique and
practices being aware, then one is bound to change their perceptions and outlook. Awareness
will soon spread to all mental activity and with every decision one will become aware of the
consequences from an experiential perspective.
Regardless of the day after, the 10-day course is phenomenal and very well designed to keep the
student focused but remember just like exercise this must be practiced every day and just like
exercise results can vary from day to day. If by exercising one feels better physically, using the
techniques taught in Vipassana make one feel better mentally. Just as with physical fitness
there are people who do basic training all the way up to competitive training, so too are people
in mental fitness. There are people who do basic meditation daily and yield great results and
there are people who pursue complete mastery.
The underlying theory of Vipassana are the teachings of the Buddha Siddharta Gautama. I’m not
going to pretend to know everything about his teaching or what his path was, nor am I going to
preach his path as being the way to enlightenment. What I will do however is give my
perspective on my understanding at a basic level.
Every moment is a new moment, every sensation is a new sensation and like every moment that
comes and goes, so the sensations and feelings at that moment. The only thing that makes these
moments permanent is our attachment to them. During a Vipassana course we are simply there
to experience that every moment comes and goes at the experiential level, not just at an
intellectual level. Similar to riding a bike, we can read about it, think about pedaling, think about
shifting gears on inclines and declines but until we get on the bike, experience the movements
ourselves and figure out what movements are best for us, we will never truly understand or
appreciate what it is to ride a bike. Similarly, if we do not experience these moments for
ourselves we will never fully realize and appreciate life and all its beautiful intricacies and
subtleties.
In regards to the organization, Dhamma organization is so confident in this technique that they
give the entire teaching for free. Your job for 10 days is to sit and observe breath. The Dhamma
Organization provides free lodging, free food, free facilities, free teaching. Your only job is to get
comfortable with your own mind. There is no cost, there is just work. It’s is a free mental
workout boot camp with all the tools, nutrition, sleeping facilities, teaching proper form, and
technique so it can applied in daily life moving forward. If there is any part of the technique or
process that is not satisfactory, leave. One is not forced to stay, one is not bound contractually
or obligated to stay, leave anytime you don’t like it, however I encourage you to push past the
mental barriers and finish the course. I can tell you I wanted to leave Day 1, Day 2, Day 3, Day 4,
Day 5 and finally I wanted to stay Day 6-10 and more. At the end I wanted 1-2 more days to
work, it was that good for a technique.

This is not a vacation, this is not entertainment, this is life altering, changing beneficial self-work.
No writing, no reading, no talking, no eye contact, no interaction with other human beings
outside of times with the instructor for the entire 10 days of the course. Everything is provided
for one to live comfortably, but with the minimal necessities, basic room, bed, hot water
shower, room, and food (actually good vegetarian food). You are there to work on yourself and
yourself only and therefore they provide everything for you to do just that. You don’t have to
think about sleeping, eating, bathing, all of those basic necessities are provided. If it already
sounds horrible, you’re right, it is grueling and not for the weak minded. It is for those who want
to master their own minds. This is a rehab center for the addiction to life, not any particular
drug or disease but all addictions.
I highly encourage everyone to do Vipassana for yourself. Be warned! The courses are incredibly
intense, the technique is simple yet incredibly difficult to follow but the results are impossible to
argue with.

What is Vipassana
Vipassana is simply a technique to practice breath and observation based on that breath.
Step 1. Breathe
Step 2. Just observe physical feelings
There are two benefits that occur just from these two actions. The First, our mind becomes
more focused. The mind is focused on observation and breathing, which leaves less room for the
chatter to take over. Simply practicing focus by itself is a useful tool that can be applied in
multiple facets of life.
The Second benefit, by focusing, we give no space for the new cravings or aversions to arise,
new judgments and bindings to come in, the old ones steadily are steadily dealt with and the
process of craving and aversions for these old bindings starts to fade. The same analogy can be
applied to physical fitness and eating. If we only eat good healthy nutritious foods,
automatically we will start to shed away the bad fats and unnecessary accumulations within the
body.
One may not believe in the second benefit but the first one is very difficult to argue. The first
benefit is increased concentration. That in and of itself is a valuable practice to take into daily
life. I haven’t met anyone in my life that truly wishes to concentrate less.
As these reactions that are a result of craving or aversion come to the surface there are certain
pleasant and unpleasant sensations that are felt throughout the body. They teach us to not be
attached to either and remain equanimous or calm about any sensation. These are no different
than waves in the ocean. Waves arise, and pass. The wave that just came is not the same as the
next wave, and the same wave that just came will also pass. That is true for everything in the
universe. It is simply arising and passing. Some things may take longer to come or pass but
know that whatever arises will pass, just like anything that goes up must come down. Our
attachments come when we desire or avoid physical sensations that arise from activity. The
sensation itself is momentary and can never be replicated. We may think it is permanent in
order to make sense of it intellectually however, the reality is that this moment will never be
replicated since this moment existed in a particular time and space, and that time and space
combination will never repeat itself. The only thing that is constant is change.
My significant other tells me that I look handsome. The first time I hear this, I feel very good.
She tells me again, that I look handsome, same time of the day as the last time, same tone,
same, place as before, but this time, I feel suspicious. What does she want? The same words
from the same person, evoke 2 different feelings? Why? I became attached to the first feeling
and expected the same feelings to arise the next and other subsequent times.
Another example is when you meet someone you don’t like and you curse him. You say bad
words to him, you this, you that. Then later in the day you meet a friend and say the same bad
words to him, you this, you that. In the first scenario, the feelings of anger were there towards
that person. In the second scenario feelings of love and compassion were there. The difference
between the two is the intention, motivation, and volition behind the words.

The technique itself has no bias or prejudices, the technique is just observation. One is free to
do whatever they so choose with their own lives. This technique helps us practice why we feel
the way we do, and how to make sense of it or better how to not be attached to it and realize
that as long as we are consistent and don’t attach ourselves to feelings of craving and aversion,
life becomes much easier to live. It no longer becomes why this happened or needing to find a
reason for everything, it becomes experiential.
In my life when I’ve been asked how am I feeling, I typically respond with an emotional
association. I feel good, bad, happy, sad, etc. However, these are still interpretations of the
actual feelings in our bodies. Instead of responding with I’m tingling or twitching, or cool, hot,
etc. we have taken these physical feelings and associated mental attachments to whether they
are pleasant or unpleasant. Someone can feel very cool, yet be incredibly angry, or incredibly
hot but very calm. It’s easier to associate an emotional feeling to a pleasant or unpleasant
sensation because, it’s harder to understand and feel the sensations themselves at the base
level. Again, the point of this exercise or technique is not to associate a name or label to what is
felt, but to merely understand that whatever is felt is here and now in the present moment and
what is felt in the next moment is not the same. We may think it’s the same because that’s
exactly what we have done; think and by thinking we have associated an attachment to the
sensation which then results in expectation, which sets us up for disappointment.
This is not a rite or a ritual, it has no affiliations to any religious sect, nor is it preaching anything.
It actually asks you to do the exact opposite. The technique can be done at home or anywhere
for that matter. They cannot stop one from having religious thoughts during the meditation, and
even if you tell them that you are chanting, they will not kick you out. Go ahead and chant, go
ahead and count, go ahead and imagine this idol or that image. You will quickly realize that you
are forming a bondage that will be difficult to break. I know because I found myself in the same
trap. I counted my breaths thinking that would help me keep track of how long I was meditating
for. It did. It helped me count really well, it helped me deal with the pain and distract my mind
from dwelling on it. Something I already knew how to do, I was counting numbers even better
now. In the process of counting, I was not observing. I was thinking. That is what the technique
is trying to teach us that we think first and don’t observe. My entire life, I have been thinking
that this is good, that is bad, this is something I need, this is something to avoid. In thinking this
way, I have built up cravings for some sensations and aversions to other sensations. I want to
feel happy so I’ll do something that made me happy in the past and expect the same result or
something made me sad so I’ll avoid it at all costs in order to not feel sad again. In the process,
the events themselves rose and passed, but the expectation that I tied to the sensation was
permanently fixed in my mind
To observe means to watch and see, without interacting, influencing, changing, altering,
thinking or analyzing. Our entire lives have been spent, not watching but interacting and trying
to control. I know that when I’m watching someone work through a problem; I myself get
frustrated in the process of watching them. I quickly want to swoop in, show the student how
the problem should be solved. I patiently explain step by step what happened, how it
happened, what to look for, and how to fix it in the future. We may even have discussions about
the problem. Good, the problem is solved, and I think the student has learned. In reality, I have
done a great disservice, not only to the student but to myself as well. First, I put my ego above
all thinking that my way of solving the problem is the best or that my experience in problem

solving is the only way. Second, I have stolen a learning opportunity from the student. Yes, we
intellectually discussed what should and should not happen and logically it all makes sense, but
that’s no different than me explaining to someone how to ride a bike rather than putting them
on a bike. Discussing how the mechanics of a bike work, intellectually understanding gears,
pedals and brakes is helpful. However if I consistently ride the bike for the student or solve the
problem for the student, that helps neither of us. I’m expecting someone else to learn while I
am doing the work.
That was a really long-winded example to point out that simply following a doctrine of rules, or
abiding by principles is great and very helpful to understand the theory but one has to
understand from a personal experience level why the theories or doctrines are there.

Vipassana Rules
There are a few simple rules to follow during a Vipassana course. If one applies and starts the
course, one must abide by these precepts to help cleanse the mind. These are critical to focus
on taming the mind.
The precepts
All those who attend a Vipassana course must conscientiously undertake the following five
precepts during the course:
1. to abstain from killing any living creature;
2. to abstain from stealing;
3. to abstain from all sexual activity;
4. to abstain from telling lies;
5. to abstain from all intoxicants.
There are three additional precepts which old students (that is, those who have completed a
course with S.N. Goenka or one of his assistant teachers) are expected to follow:
6. to abstain from eating after midday;
7. to abstain from sensual entertainment and bodily decoration;
8. to abstain from using high or luxurious beds.
Old students will observe the sixth precept by having only herb tea or fruit juice at the 5 p.m.
break, whereas new students may have tea with milk and some fruit. The teacher may excuse an
old student from observing this precept for health reasons. The seventh and eighth precepts will
be observed by all.
In order to actually carry out any of the first 5 precepts, one must first create the harm within
themselves in order to carry out the action. If one eats meat, one must suppress the feeling of
pain that animal feels when they are slaughtered for our consumption. If we steal we create the
condition in our minds first that taking something from someone else is justifiable thereby
increasing our own attachment and harming another. Sexual activity increases craving and
reaction to pleasure thereby binding more attachments and should be avoided for the duration
of the course. In order to lie to someone else, we must first create the lie within ourselves to
justify the lie to someone else and the 5th precept is so that we can always be aware with our
own faculties 100% intact. The 6th – 8th are to help people who have gone through the course
work with their own egos and advance their own understanding of themselves. Food,
entertainment, adornments, and comfort are all attachments and should be sought after to
understand them.

The Schedule
At first glance it is quite daunting and intimidating. It’s a 17-hour day with a very large majority,
10 hours or so dedicated to sitting within the boundaries of your own mind.

4:00 a.m.---------------------Morning wake-up bell
4:30-6:30 a.m.-------------- Meditate in the hall or in your room
6:30-8:00 a.m.-------------- Breakfast break
8:00-9:00 a.m.--------------Group meditation in the hall
9:00-11:00 a.m.-------------Meditate in the hall or in your room according to the teacher's
instructions
11:00-12:00 noon----------Lunch break
12noon-1:00 p.m.----------Rest, and interviews with the teacher
1:00-2:30 p.m.-------------- Meditate in the hall or in your room
2:30-3:30 p.m.--------------Group meditation in the hall
3:30-5:00 p.m.-------------- Meditate in the hall or in your room according to the teacher's
instructions
5:00-6:00 p.m.-------------- Tea break
6:00-7:00 p.m.--------------Group meditation in the hall
7:00-8:15 p.m.--------------Teacher's Discourse in the hall
8:15-9:00 p.m.--------------Group meditation in the hall
9:00-9:30 p.m.--------------Question time in the hall
9:30 p.m.---------------------Retire to your room; lights out

Chapter 4
What to Bring
This is relatively simple but good so people who go are aware of how little is really needed. All
of this is clearly optional but I highly recommend them for hygiene purposes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 x black lightweight linen shirts / pants (laundry services are provided)
Unscented Shampoo, bath gel, face wash and hand soap
Deodorant
Coconut oil
2 x Toilet Paper Roll
Bath Towel
1 x Pair of Sandals (I was in a warm climate area)
Toxin free bug spray
Backpack to put everything in

Things not to bring:
• Watch or any kind of clock
o A craving or dependence for knowing time will distract you more
• Any kind of Writing instrument (pen, pencil, etc)
• Audio device of any kind

Arrival
“Experience is the best teacher” – Too many people…
I woke up at 8:00 am, with my bags already packed the night before, I prepared to head out to
the Ekkamai bus station to catch the 9:30 bus to Chantaburi. Left home at 9:05, got to the bus
at 9:20 and was on my way. I didn’t sleep much on the bus, just more practicing of the
Annapana breathing and trying to keep my mind focused on the present moment, not the
torture that I was about to put myself through.
I reached Chantaburi around 1:30pm, got a taxi from the Chantaburi bus station to the Dhamma
center, which was about 1 hour away. The center looked nice, remote, quiet, tucked away in the
woods and away from everything. I got there and immediately thought, crap! What have I got
myself into?
I walk to the registration; they had my name, room number, everything ready to go. It all looked
so nice, organized, and neat, kind of like first day of camp. Sign in sheets, assigned seats in the
dining area, snacks, organized lines to sign forms and agree to the rules.
Then they ask for all my belongings. It’s getting real now, my cell phone, wallet, passport, keys,
change, anything that I could use to run away, locked away. Mentally I’m ready to start. No
turning back now, go through with it! If I quit, I’ll regret this forever!
I’m given a bedding set, and a few pages of rules to follow. I become firm and know what I’m

getting myself into and make a mental commitment not to run. I’ve done the research, watched
other testimonials, and know that this is a battle I will not walk away from.
I take my bedding, bag and yoga mat and walk to my room. The room is daunting, but in
hindsight far more than adequate and very nice. An 8x12 room, with an attached bathroom. The
room itself had a cot, thin mattress, end table, fan, clothes hanging rack, a few hangars, and an
umbrella. The bathroom had a shower, hot water, sink, western toilet and toilet paper and
assorted bins for waste and showering. The bedding is basic but serves its purpose
well. Blanket, with duvet cover, fitted sheet, pillowcase, pillow padding, and hand cloth was
provided as well. The room also had a dining set provided which included a metal sectional
plate, mug, bowl, fork spoon and two small stirring spoons. I’ve never been to one but if I had to
compare it to something, I would say it was a really nice prison
Once I got the room setup, I rolled out the Yoga mat and just started practicing breathing and
focusing. I tell myself I might as well get used to this room now, otherwise it’s going to be a long
10 days.
I sat for about 20 minutes, walked around, explored and came back and meditated for another
little bit. Then the dinner bell rang at 6 pm. The food is all vegetarian and quite good, I actually
followed the advice of some of the testimonials and ate up quite a bit that night, mainly out of
nervousness, fear, and slightly because it was also really good. After dinner and washing our
own dishes, we are given numbers and assigned seats for the meditation hall. I feel it’s
important to mention that I was assigned the ominous number 13…make of it what you will.
At 7pm we started in the meditation hall, which was very nice. It was a large open room, easily
accommodated the 60 people (40 women, 20 men) and could have accommodated at least
another 20 more students. The assigned seats were incredibly nice. The primary sitting platform
was a 2x2 firm cushion with a smaller 1x1.5 cushion to correct posture and help one sit upright.
They also provided 8”x8” small square cushions to place under the knees, or ankles or under the
buttocks to get additional support. Remember this is the place you will call home for 10 hours a
day for the next 10 days. Try and make it as comfortable as possible.
It was well-lit, well air-conditioned, quality acoustics and a very peaceful ambiance. We listened
to an audio of S.N. Goenkaji that basically outlined what the course is and is not, the precepts
and the reasons behind each.
Once this was complete we walked over to another building, primarily for English speakers to
hear our first discourse given by Goenkaji. This was again kind of the same thing, with more
examples.
The Noble Silence begins now. From this point on, there is no speaking, no writing, no reading,
no communication including sign language or hand gestures of any kind and most importantly
no eye contact. This is to ensure that a student spends the maximum time possible within their
own minds to focus on the technique and work on the thoughts and chatter entering the mind.
9 pm, lights out. Sleeping was not too big of a problem…yet.

Day 1
First, trust and be patient with yourself
Second, trust and be patient with the technique
I’m going to go into great detail for this first day, to show the level of commitment, devotion to
oneself, and dedication required to want to improve through the physical and mental agony in
order to realize actual progress. Later days will be summarized with lessons learned pointing out
more “aha” or “oh” moments and when and how they were realized.
4:00 a.m.---------------------Morning wake-up bell
A loud bell rings over the loud speaker, a bell that goes on for at least 20-30 seconds and is
incredibly hard to ignore. Immediately I’m called into action, brush my teeth, decided to take a
shower, get fresh and begin the torture.
Another bell rings at 4:25…You have 5 minutes before the first meditations starts. It’s a good
warning.
4:30-6:30 a.m.-------------- Meditate in the hall or in your room
It is optional to meditate in the group hall, one can meditate in their room if they so choose. I
highly recommend the group sitting, since it gives moral support that others have the same
conviction and a group is stronger than an individual.
Walking into the meditation hall, people are getting situated. At 4:30, on the dot, an audio
begins of Goenkaji going over what will happen each morning and what to focus on for the
day. Today’s task is to focus entirely on all the feelings and sensations that occur in the triangle
area of the nose and upper lip. Keep observing for the subtler and subtler sensations. This
explanation goes on for about 15 minutes, maybe 30. Focus on the triangle, focus on the
breath, focus on the sensations and physical feelings in the triangle area. A sensation is
anything from feeling the touch of the breath, to an itch, to a tickle, a tingle, numbness, pain,
pressure, heat, cool, burning, anything that triggers a feeling, that makes your mind aware that
the area exists while the eyes are closed. This is far more complicated to feel since our minds
are trained to only recognize certain sensations, not all.
The explanation of what a sensation is, is actually quite simple however, at the time it was so
hard to figure out what to look for. I started doing the breathing and was just trying to focus on
that first. Not paying any attention to sensations, or rather my mind was looking for specific
sensations. I was trying to go a few breaths without my mind wandering.
Breath 1 in, breath 1 out, breath 2 in, breath 2 out…breath 23 in, breath 23 out, random past
trigger comes and the mind stays with the past for a brief second before taking the past thought
by the reigns and putting it into future action. The way this problem starts is from the fact that
our minds are chatterboxes. The mind does not shut up or stay quiet. My mind started to

wander really quick and for how long, I don’t know, but I gently brought myself back to
breathing to focus the mind on something; another 1 hour and 29 more minutes of trying to
focus to go. Breath 1 in, breath 1 out, breath 2 in, breath 2 out…breath 19 in, breath 19
out…Past event comes to mind and my mind quickly takes it and runs with it into the future.
Again I pull myself back to focus on breathing; another 1 hour and 26 minutes to go. There was
no clock in the room, and my eyes were closed the entire time I was breathing, so the time
checks are just an estimate to give an idea of the torture. This torture got worse with the
posture of sitting Indian style the entire time. The moment I sat down on the cushion, my hips
were in pain. I was used to sitting on a yoga mat using a pillow cushion for support and was
normally able to sit for 40 minutes. This new plush cushion seating was not to my body’s
liking. The pain in the hip joint was excruciating. Not to the point of anything breaking, but
definitely to a point where I could focus for only a few minutes before the pain came crashing
into my head; another 1 hour and 24 minutes to go.
After much adjusting, wandering, and pain endured, at 6:00 am, another audio begins to play
over the speaker system. This is Goenkaji chanting slokas in what I think would be Sanskrit. This
chanting goes on for 30 minutes over the speaker system, so it really disturbed meditation. First
I had no idea what was going on or when it would end or if I could move and relax or not. I
endured…
First I want to point out that even though it was torturous to sit there and practice breathing,
keep a few things in mind. This is all only real if you all allow it to be real. I allowed it to be real
and therefore it became a problem. The idea of Anicca or arising sensations and passing
sensations didn’t set in until day 4 for me. Focus on the breathing as much as possible. Second,
don’t be hard on yourself if your mind wanders, remember you are learning to tame your mind,
which up until this point had been left to its own devices. No matter how accomplished one is,
the mind is still a wild animal when it comes to recognizing itself.
The group meditations do help, since they give a small sense of comfort of not being alone and
even though these problems may be my own, everyone is here to deal with their own problems.
I don’t think one comes to a course like this if they are naturally happy or the other extreme of
being blissfully ignorant. One comes to a course like this to deal with something.
6:30-8:00 a.m.-------------- Breakfast break
Ding…ding…ding…Finally, it’s over! The first meditation, I survived 2 hours trying to stay in my
own mind. Only another 98 hours to go…yay.
After eating breakfast and washing my dishes, I bolt back to my room, and sleep. Don’t do this;
don’t make the same mistake I did. The more you work, the more resolve you will have as the
course progresses. A good way to stay awake is to walk around outside and practice the bare
minimum of Anapana breathing.
8:00-9:00 a.m.--------------Group meditation in the hall
Start Again…Start Again…
This is the first mandatory group sitting. I can’t recall if it was this sitting or the morning session

but at some point the advice of “if you don’t feel any sensations, breathe a little harder, just a
few breaths and you will feel the breath on the upper lip” was given. At some point, I started
trying to breathe a little harder, and kept breathing harder wondering to myself am I doing this
right? That question came up a lot during this sitting. I constantly kept thinking that I needed to
feel something specific, but eventually it clicked that it’s just the air. I started feeling the air on
my lower lip, so I kept a watchful eye on the lower lip and each breath I would try and give less
and less force still looking for feeling in my lower lip. Now I could keep my focus longer because
I was on the hunt for something. Even though the instructions said upper lip, I kept paying
attention to the lower lip, and occasionally I would try and force my upper lip out just a little bit
to catch the exhale. I know I looked pretty dumb but it was okay, everyone else’s eyes were
closed so it didn’t bother me. I’m starting to feel feelings somewhere, the meditation got
better. Breath 1 in , breath 1 out, breath 2 in , breath 2 out, breath 3 in, breath out, breath 4 in,
breath out…breath 50 in, mind sees the past and shoots off again. Another 42 minutes to go. I
changed up my counting to see if I could stretch the focus just a little bit and it helped. I could go
for longer because I had something else to occupy my mind before I got bored.
This went on for some time, pain in my legs, mind wandering, and attention span getting
weaker. 8:55 and the audio kicks in with another chanting. There was 5 minutes left of torture
for this session. Unfortunately, I started really looking forward to this since it was a welcome
indication that I was about to be free to walk around for a bit.
It should be noted, that I was free to leave and walk around during any of the meditation
sessions. This really helps clear the mind, and reset your focus. Even 5 minutes gets the blood
moving again and fresh set of oxygen in the blood from the fresh air can re-energize quite
quickly.
9:00-11:00 a.m.-------------Meditate in the hall or in your room to the teacher's instructions
This session just starts, no audio, no chanting, just sit and practice paying attention to
breathing. It was somewhere in the middle of this session that I realized that I was counting and
forming an attachment to counting. It certainly helped keep my focus, it helped me track my
progress, but underneath the counting I was creating a craving for the numbers in order to
measure how successful a student I was. If I get to a high number, I can tell others that I got to
50 or 60 or 200 breaths without my mind wandering and this was a problem that I needed to fix.
Vipassana cannot forbid you to count, they have no way of reading your mind to stop you and if
you are counting and they do find out they can’t really reprimand you in any way. You are free
to count, chant, say slokas, imagine an idol, whatever helps you focus tolerate the pain, but that
is not the point of Vipassana. The point is to have a clear mind, to practice observation and one
cannot observe if one is counting because the focus is on the counting, making breathing a
mechanical action and observation a secondary action. Full attention needs to be given to the
observation; otherwise one cannot tame the mind. If you are counting, you are training the
mind yes, to count, or the image, or the chant, but not the feeling, not the body.
In the process of training the mind, I relied on old habits to help me make things easier. The old
habits did make things easier for me, however they were binding me in a different way. I now
had direct experience of breaking a bad habit in my mind. This was a bad habit that I was now
going to have to go through the pain of breaking. At first I viewed this as “I have to stop myself, I
have to stop myself” almost chastising myself for counting. Then I remembered how unrealistic

it is to yell at myself in my own mind to stop doing something that I started in the first place.
Okay, I stopped counting; now just breathe with no counting. Breath…Mind wanders. Another 1
hour and 10 minutes to go. I pull my mind back and start breathing again breathe, breathe,
breathe, breath 1 in, breath 1 out, breath 2 in, breath 2 out…breath 8 in, breath 8 out…Wait, I’m
not supposed to be counting. “Son of A!” Take a big breath and start again. Breathe, breathe,
breathe…breathe, breath 1, breath 2, breath 15, breath 16…”arg!” Take a breath, start again.
Breathe, breathe…mind wanders, past event is triggered and I run away with it again. Bring
myself back to focus 1 hour and 5 minutes to go.
The times are just estimates to give an idea of how torturous this was, and how much harder I
was making this on myself than it had to be. Creating bad habits to tame my mind, only to have
to turn around to break the bad habits and then restart taming the mind all the while trying to
observe my breath and the feelings, which I would sight of all together for long periods of time. I
could catch a few moments of air on the lower lip and then after what felt like or possibly
counted to 10 breaths, I would move my upper lip in what I thought was area of the air. This
only worked for so long before my muscles got tired and I either lapsed back to counting, or
focusing on breaking the counting habit.

At this point it’s more of the exact same thing. Train your mind to control itself for this
sitting. The primary difference is during this session students are called to the instructor and
mini group interviews are conducted. The first day was old or returning students and new
students could meditate in the hall or go back to the room.
Again I encourage as much group sitting as possible, since it makes the meditation easier and
helps focus the mind for longer and longer durations.

11:00-12:00 noon----------Lunch break
Ding…ding…ding…Lunch! Break! Yes! I need a break from this pain, my legs are in agony, my
mind is so confused and lost because I have no clue if I’m doing this thing right. I do however
now make it a habit to try and at least breathe and focus on breath while walking. This will
hopefully make future meditations less torturous.
12noon-1:00 p.m.----------Rest, and interviews with the teacher
During this time, students have the opportunity to ask the teacher questions and get clarity. My
stubborn mind was thinking, meditation should be tough, just focus on the breathing and clarity
will come. I don’t need to ask any questions, plus I would rather take the time to rest and
recharge. I’ve already meditated for 5 hours today!
I pass out from 11:30 to 1. Again, I don’t recommend this, knowing what I know now, take
advantage of the time and the facility, drink a couple of cups of coffee and go for a walk, and
practice breathing, while walking. It’s invaluable.
1:00-2:30 p.m.-------------- Meditate in the hall or in your room

Start Again…Start Again…
2:30-3:30 p.m.--------------Group meditation in the hall
Start Again…Start Again…
3:30-5:00 p.m.-------------- Meditate in the hall or in your room according to the teacher's
instructions
Start Again…Start Again…
Here we go again, practicing breathing and breaking bad habits, which wasted a lot of time. I
must have spent at least a few hours trying to just breathe, without counting and then I still had
to contend with the original issue of keeping my mind focused for long enough to be able to
even observe my breath on my upper lip. It taught me a really good lesson on why taking the
easy way is not the best way, because the untangling is far worse than the results. By the end of
this session I think I was able to maybe concentrate and focus for 10-20 seconds at a stretch, but
I’m not really sure. However long or short it was, it was better to focus with a clear mind than
an attached mind.
5:00-6:00 p.m.-------------- Tea break
Ding…ding…ding…Break! Yes! Coffee, food, snacks, something, anything other than this sitting
and thinking and focusing all day! Eat a little, go back to the room and pass out for a bit before
the next group session. Snooze!
6:00-7:00 p.m.--------------Group meditation in the hall
More of the same, as before, focus on the breath, 52 minutes left to go. Focus more on the
breath. The mind wanders again, 48 minutes left, focus, wander, rinse and repeat, 43 minutes
left. It was like that pretty much the entire day.
7:00-8:15 p.m.--------------Teacher's Discourse in the hall
At this time, there is what is known as discourses or lectures given by Goenkaji. These are all
previously taped lectures and can be found online. I had already done some research and
watched these and I do recommend watching them in advance because watching them again
after going through the experience helped to solidify my resolve to stay in the course. These
method and examples are sometimes entertaining but for the most part its basic common
sense. It’s a very welcomed break from the meditation all day.
8:15-9:00 p.m.--------------Group meditation in the hall
The final meditation of the day, this is generally about 30 minutes and it’s more of the same as
before. Practice breathing, focusing and observing.
9:00-9:30 p.m.--------------Question time in the hall
Though this day was mentally agonizing, because I realized quickly how annoying my own mind

was I was learning and solidifying my education through raw experience. This was invaluable
and something I didn’t realize fully until later on in the course. Even though we may fall or
wander after 8 breaths and restart to focus again, you didn’t fail at meditating, you were
focused for 8 breaths. That’s far better than not trying at all. Throughout the day the pain in my
hips would not go away, I had it all throughout the day, it constantly reminded me that sitting
this way was going to be really bad and the meditations were not going to get any easier. But I
still sat through the pain, not for long stretches, but it was better than giving up. By the end of
this day I just wanted to sleep…or not.
I thought the day was brutal, I had no idea what was in store for the night. All day, I had been
taming my mind, keeping diligent, persistent, wrangling in this untamed animal and now me the
trainer finally wants to get some rest but, lest we forget I share the same pen as this wild
animal. Was I so naïve to think this animal would get tired and restless and sleep when I wanted
to…Oh no, no, no. This was when things got really bad. The intensity and the onslaught of chaos
and thoughts and memories and past thoughts all came out. I tried to handle them all the only
way I could…breathe, breathe, breathe. Each thought taking over with the exact intensity as
had taken place in the past.
These weren’t nightmares, these were past anxieties coming up to the surface reliving the exact
same emotional state that was present then in the current moment. Handling one took 2-3
minutes, maybe 5, some even 10-15, others up to an hour it felt like. When one would subside,
rest assured another one was right there lying in wait. Sometimes it was different aspects of the
same memory, other times it was future fantasies of the same memory. I can’t recall how many
memories came up to the surface this night but it was enough to make me want to quit, pack
my bags in the morning and run back to the exact life that I was trying to get away from.
All I could do was tell myself I have to be strong, because if I falter now, I give myself permission
to falter again also it took an entire day to break a bad counting habit that only took an hour to
create. These are just memories, arising and passing away.
I did notice however, that when I was done with one memory, and I finally caught a break in the
fight, I would pull the trigger memory back and the same anxieties that were felt were no longer
present. In a way, I had just undone one of the many knots in the Gordian knot. Another lesson
learned, that all feelings are what I make them to be and I can give them freedom to run. If I
don’t give them power, they have no power. However, giving them power and appeasing them
is much easier than facing them down…same as building a bad habit.
10 hours of meditation done…90 more to go…

9:30 p.m.---------------------Retire to your room; lights out
A note on the mind wandering, don’t beat yourself up, keep diligence, keep persisting. It’s okay
and it will happen. This is how I catch myself.
Breathe
Breathe

Old memory, or event or some past thing comes up. At the time my reaction to stop going from
past to future is really slow and poor so I immediately take the past event and either replay it or
rectify it. When I say rectify I mean “If this ever happened again, or I was in this situation again,
this is how I see it going down, this is what I would say or do…etc.”
What happens here is I’m taking an unresolved past event and doing what’s called “Settling the
Bill.” A lot of people worry that by going from a past event to a future event more attachments
are being created and yes to a certain extent this is true, however, the multiplication of the
attachment decreases. You’ve given yourself the opportunity to resolve the situation the way
you see fit, thereby reducing the amount of times that event would come up in the future and
cause more grief or agony. For example, if someone hits you and runs away, your thought is
now to hit that person back and that thought dwells, hit them this way, hurt them that way, do
this, do that. This has created so many attachments. By meditating over it, one quickly realizes
that yes I have thoughts to hurt this person however what am I practicing here. I’m practicing
that thoughts are arising and passing, they come and they go. I may have created a couple of
attachments in the process of settling the bill in my mind during meditation, however that is
much better than the wild mind binding more attachments which are left unresolved. Similar to
when I had to fight the onslaught of evening terrors, after scanning over the exact scenario, I’m
no longer triggered by them and the anxiety has been diminished. Did I create another level of
craving or aversion in the process, yes, however I stopped the anxiety from giving fuel to the
reaction.
During this wandering mind or “Settling the Bill” the mind will run however, the emotion only
has so much gas before the mind can conjure up the next memory to keep itself occupied. Once
the scene runs out of gas, you will have a very slight subtle pause and the words “and then….
(blank)” may come up or a very short microsecond blank period comes up. This is your
opportunity to interrupt and remind yourself to focus on breathing. There may be 10 wandering
sessions before you are able to catch just one of these microsecond pauses but even that 1 is
better than having an 11th. Go back to breathing, go back to focusing, go back to paying
attention. On my breaks, I would walk outside for 5 minutes and I would recall anyone of the
wandering sessions that I could and I would analyze it. I’m aware that I’m analyzing it and I’m
aware that I’m either going to create an aversion or a craving in the process, however I’m okay
with this aversion or craving that I’m creating, because the purpose is to understand at what
point did I jump from past to future. What was triggered, what within my ego was bruised or
damaged that required me to carry this memory and let the memory harm me for so long. I did
this analysis on breaks many times and what I learned was that through the course, I was able to
catch my mind wandering much faster, and reign my mind back in. The advantage of doing this
is that, it increases the duration of time the mind can focus on the real task at hand which is the
observation of the sensations or physical feelings of the body.
Back to breathing...

Day 2
Practice observation without alteration…
This day was very similar to the first, exact same schedule and similar wandering, faltering,
wandering, faltering so I’ll skip the section by section details and really focus on the
breakthrough moments.
Ding...ding...ding! Morning bell comes, and my thought is not again. Not again. Another 17
hour day with 10 hours of the same thing I went through yesterday. I don’t know how I’m going
to do this but I have to survive this. Now when I sit my hips are a little better, but the muscle
where my glutes meet my thighs on the outer edges now hurts on both sides, left and right. In
addition to that, the cushions must have either been too soft or I’m too heavy because now my
outer ankle also started to give due to the pressure I was exerting. Arg! I thought after a day I
would start getting used to this but nope. I sit through the whole day, adjusting as necessary,
supporting as needed, but still feeling every bit of pain creep up every couple minutes.
I practiced the same thing as before, breathe in breathe out, try and feel for breath on the upper
lip. Still I had no sensations that I was aware of. I noticed the air going up my nose, and noticed
that it was only going up the left nostril most of the time, but that was really it. Later in the day,
I started registering temperature. It was cool when it went in on the times that I could catch my
breath long enough to observe it, and it was warm when coming out. Okay, maybe I’m making
progress here, but I’m still not sure. During the 8-9 session, I finally think I started feeling my
nostrils flare out when I took big breaths which I hadn’t noticed before. I felt some hairs moving
on my upper lip so I kept breathing hard to get those to feel something again. It was a lot of trial
and error with what felt like little to no results.
In the afternoon session, I had my first interview with the teacher and she gave me some helpful
advice which was; pay attention to the duration and the area. With the area, try and observe
the least amount of air. The place that is on the edges of the exhale. This will tune the mind to
be aware of more sensation or in other words the middle of the exhale will feel a lot more
powerful, and the edges will increase. This advice helped because it finally clicked for me that
I’m on the right track and all I have to do is look for a smaller and smaller area.
Now I’m on a mission, I keep feeling air on my lower lip, but for each few breaths I’m feeling for
a smaller and smaller, subtler and subtler sensation. My mind is still wandering and I’m still
dealing with constant pain, but now in between the tolerance of pain and the wandering mind
I’m able to sneak away some time to go hunting. Keep my mind focused on something else
other than the pain and hone my senses at the same time.
I think to myself that if I can feel the exhale and I can feel the temperature of the cool air on the
inhale, there is obviously air in between, where and how can I feel that? Pay attention to the
nostrils, the edges, the base of the nose, the area in between the nostrils, the patch of skin on
the edges. I didn’t realize this then and I wish someone would have told me but the entire idea
of this exercise isn’t to feel the breath, but it’s the get the mind to pay attention to the
area. What I mean by this is that when one is looking for something on the body, we have
always used our hands to feel however without the hands there is feeling in the area we are

looking. If I close my eyes, chances are I can’t feel the nerve endings or the veins or the bones
or any feeling in my stomach. If I close my eyes I might as well not even know if I have a
stomach. However, we know the stomach exists when it has an issue. This means the mind isn’t
tuned into the nerves or the feelings of the body until they become severe enough, loud enough
or big enough for the conscious mind to register them. Clearly nerve endings exist on every part
of our body, so what prohibits us from feeling all of them? All that is done in Vipassana is tuning
the mind to feel the nerve endings, to be aware of their presence. Understand that first and
foremost we are feelings creatures, then thinking however our conditioning from early on is to
think first, feel second.
Focusing the mind on the smallest, subtlest vibration gives you the ability to point the mind to
where it should pay attention not react to where it’s paying attention. When I was feeling air on
my lower lip, it wasn’t because air was only hitting the lower lip, it was because my mind was
only paying attention to the lower lip. My attention at first was over the whole area, however
the only place that I had enough sensitivity was my lower lip. This made me think that I must be
doing something right, that I can at least feel my lower lip was good enough. What I realized
later on, was that my mind focused on the lower lip because I wanted it there and why did I
want it there, because that’s where I had the most sensitivity to feel the breath.
This is an example of paying attention to what you want to pay attention to. Said another way,
it’s the same thing as the Rubin Vase. Some people initially register the vase, others register the
2 faces. If I recognize the vase, it takes me some time to focus and see the faces, and same vice
versa. By taking the time to refocus, I am in fact training the mind to look elsewhere and
observe what happens there. This is the same as focusing on the breath. This realization didn’t
come until much later for me but I wanted to include it here because I think it’s important to
make the connection.
At The end of Day 2, the wild thoughts are on a rampage...again. Another night of fighting,
practicing focused breathing, practicing relaxing but the second my guard is down, another
intense memory. Again, another night of thinking why am I doing this? What am I hoping to get
out of this course? This is going to be a long 10 days. The thoughts don’t stop but somehow I
manage to pass out.
20 hours of meditation done…80 more to go…

Day 3
Today, for the morning session, I’m going to meditate in my room on my Yoga mat because the
cushions were not that comfortable for me. The morning meditation in my room was great. I
was able to keep attention and posture for a solid 20 minutes. A little mind wandering, what I
mean by a little is maybe 20 times. I was finally feeling like I was hitting my stride. For the 8-9
session I go to the meditation hall, change up the cushions a bit and I am able to sit for 20-30
minutes with no posture change. I’m adamant to make this work. I’ll explain why in future
chapters. My mind still wanders, however, now I’m able to feel my breath on my upper lip more
consistently. It feels like maybe for 30 seconds I can feel the breath on my exhale, and cool air
on my left nostril on my inhale. Another problem creeps up now. I get a stuffy nose, tightness in
the triangle area, pressure building in between the nose and the forehead. Now I’m
concerned. The cool air in the meditation hall might be making me sick. I stop meditating for a
bit, stuffy nose clears up, back to meditating. Stuffy nose comes back. Now I’m frustrated. One
thing after another, but I just push past it and breathe whatever little I can without making this
cold worse. I’m going to finish this course.
What I didn't know then, that I now fully understand, appreciate and enjoy was that it was the
first sign that I had tuned my mind enough to feel. Feel the first instances of my own
subconscious mind. When I stopped focusing on breath, the mind was allowed to fill itself up
with clutter and chatter and go back to what it was used to, thus not leaving any room to feel
senses. That’s why the feeling of the stuffy nose and pressure between the forehead and the
nose disappeared for me. This was nowhere near apparent to me at first. The subconscious
mind feels everything, the problem is, we have let our conscious mind clutter out any
recognition of the feelings. Whenever we stretch, we may feel a tingle, that’s the subconscious
mind, whenever we feel an itch, or a throbbing, or a twitch, cold, heat, numbness, any sensation
whatsoever that is the subconscious. Those feelings don’t just come up at random, they only
come up when things are so severe that there is an issue or we are tuned into it and paying
attention to it. This entire process of Vipassana is just the first stage to get the conscious mind
to meld with the subconscious mind. Tune the conscious to recognize, acknowledge, accept and
feel what the subconscious does. The reason it takes so long is that for our entire lives, we have
been taking in external feelings, and cramming them down, pushing out our subconscious mind
and suppressing it from coming up.
30 hours of meditation done…70 more to go…

Day 4
Today the real Vipassana begins. There are now three 1 hour sittings, 8-9am, 2:30-3:30pm and
6-7pm in which we have to practice resolve and deal with the pain, Adhithanna. We sit for 1
hour without changing posture, without losing concentration, without losing focus. For these 3
hours from here onwards there is no leaving the hall, there is no stretching as much as one can
permit and there is strong determination to see through any disturbance internal or external
that may occur.
I had to shift 4-5 times during each session, fail. The pressure builds, and builds and builds, but I
still continue to push on. I’m able to focus longer, my breaths are shallower and more powerful,
I can see steady progress and meditations are getting a little better, but the pain is still
incredibly severe. The tendons in my knees feel like they are about to snap. I make it for as long
as 20 minutes before I have to stretch, another 20 minutes, stretch, another 10 minutes stretch,
another 5 minutes stretch. This was becoming a real impedance now because I couldn’t sit for
very long without the pain coming in. I caved and asked the teacher if I could sit in a chair for
the rest of the course. I gave up on myself here and I still feel like I should have suffered through
the pain. It’s one of those things that I will have to build a resolve for in another way.
During the 1 - 2:30 session we are given a full guided session where we are told by audio to
focus our attention on different parts of the body starting with the “Top of the head, top of the
head” and move down through the entire body, piece by piece, part by part. The very first time
Goenkaji said top of the head, my mind jumped there and there was an immediate
tingling. Whoa! What’s going on? “Move to the left ear, then to the right, feel for any
sensations”, and part by part, he guided us through the body, some places I could feel, others I
couldn't but regardless I just went from the triangle area of the nose now to the entire body
within 3days. Finally I’m feeling things in so many places. At this time I still have no clue what
this all is or what it means or even what to do. I go from head to toe, focusing on each part of
the body, not sure what I’m looking for but I’m clearly feeling things on my hands, feet, tingling,
spikey, throbbing, numbness, all sorts of feelings everywhere. My forehead was hazy, I could
feel there was a what I could describe as a sink hole or intense throbbing just below the middle
of my forehead. All sorts of things everywhere, where to begin and what do to? All these
questions but I just kept doing for the rest of the day what was suggested. Start from the top of
the head, move down part by part, piece by piece, top of the head, left ear, right ear, forehead,
side of eyes, eyes, nose, left cheek right cheek, left jaw, right jaw, chin, under the chin, front of
the neck, right shoulder, right bicep, right forearm, right wrist, right hand, left shoulder left
bicep left forearm, left wrist, left hand, chest, abdominal, back of the neck, back, glutes, right
thigh, right shin, right foot, left thigh, left shin, left foot and reverse.
As unfamiliar as all this may be just keep surveying. Build up a consistent pattern because it will
serve to do 2 things. First, it establishes a routine that eliminates the thinking component and
will also keep the mind focused for longer. As boring as it may be to prepare and eat the same
meals at the same time every day, it’s far better to be consistent than to let the mind wander
and go for the most convenient thing in sight, which is most often not the healthiest or the best
option. By not following a routine the mind goes back to being untamed. We are aiming for full
mastery of the mind, not just partial. The feeling for me was similar to a light bulb with
alternating excessive energy. Do not get attached to this feeling. I didn’t realize this until much

later but the breath is really the energy for the feeling. The stronger and more consistent the
breath the more apparent and longer lasting the sensation.
During the breaks, walk, focus on consistent breathing, be aware of the breath while moving,
both the inhale and the exhale. Be aware of the sensations in the triangle for now. The goal is be
aware of the full body at all times, both external and internal.
Another night of difficult sleep, more memories and intensities are coming up, but again
somehow I manage to fall asleep. This time, I’m looking forward to tomorrow morning.
40 hours down...60 more to go...

Day 5
The days are turning brighter, I have a new playground, I have more sensations, and now I have
a chair. I can finally focus. And focus I did. The morning sessions were basic exploration of the
senses. I built up a lot of attachment towards some senses because they were consistent and
familiar. Don’t do this. It is a bad habit which I learned I had to break again. The sensations will
not be consistent and at times may not even occur. I made the mistake of associating the light
bulb glowing effect with the only sensation I will feel in an area. That’s what I began to look for
and I would get frustrated if I couldn't find it constantly thinking something was wrong and
second guessing myself. I tried to tell myself Anicca, rising and passing, rising and passing, but
this time there was no rising, just passing. What did I do wrong? Did I lose the feeling
forever? How do I get it back? Another problem was that, the stuffy nose feeling, turned into
stuffy face feeling. I was okay with it at first, but now every time I breathe and register the
sensitivity on my upper lip, my entire face would just get full of annoying pressure sensations.
What the heck is going on!? It was all Anicca, rising and passing, rising and passing. I had made
the mistake of jumping into this without a set routine which made it all the more frustrating. It
doesn’t matter what route you take up or what route down, it just matters that you take the
same route down consistently and take the same route up consistently. This will save you a lot
of time due to the mind jumping from one to another sensation with no rhyme or reason. This
day the meditations were a lot better since I had a lot to explore, feel and experience, still not
knowing what I had, I felt like the blind man grabbing onto the leg of the elephant thinking it
was a pillar. I had just gone from the triangle area of my nose to a pillar, heck yeah I’m making
progress.
One thing to note, as I went through this sweeping motion through my body, trying to feel
sensations, I was initially using my eyes. Don’t do that. I have a tendency to use my eyes to focus
on something but when my eyes are closed, my muscle memory reacts to it and that is a big
problem. It will induce headaches due to the amount of strain being put on the eye muscles. It
will take time to imagine parts with the mind. To be honest I created an attachment to visuals to
get me over the hurdle knowing that I was using visual. Going in with the awareness that I’m
using a crutch made dropping the crutch easier since I kept trying to visualize or be aware of the
my body with my mind and feelings, not my preconceived notions of what my body looks like.
I probably heard the explanation but it never registered, and I wish it would have been told to
me or I would have been a better student to listen to this but all those sensations I felt, were as
close as I can gather, all the dirt being recognized by the conscious mind that was covering the
subconscious. I spent 4 days fine tuning my senses to find my subconscious and all my
subconscious can show me is these crazy weird feelings that I have no idea how to
interpret. Oh, wait, all the crazy stuff that I’ve been shoveling on top of it since I’ve been
alive. I’m coming face to face with that? Now I have to scrape off the dirt? Oh man. The
pressure, the numbness, the throbbing, itching, pain, dark spots, blind spots, hazy spots, those
are all signs of dirt. How do I get the dirt off? This is where walking and breathing, paying
attention and having deep focus really pay off. I didn’t come across this until later but stay on
each part for at least 2-3 minutes if possible. Try and cover 2-3 inch areas at a time. This is a
time consuming process because there is a lot of dirt. My indication that dirt was clearing were
storms or increased sensations in my face. Every time I would focus on an area with a lot of

tingling, or throbbing, I would notice that my head would naturally sway back and forth
indicating to me a turbulent event of some kind. No big deal, Anicca. Eventually it became kind
of fun. Another event was increased throbbing, or increase in amount of areas of sensations in
my face of scalp area.
For example, I would scan my body, small part by small part, only spending a few seconds on
each area, enough to get some kind of recognizable sensation and then move on. This changed
nothing on my face. Everything was still the same. Now I focused for a much longer duration on
my left shoulder. The longer I focused the more my face would flare up with sensations. The
shoulder at the same time would actively transition sensations. The left shoulder started out
being a dark spot, but now it became a throbbing spot then a tingling spot. Please take note
that my order may not be the same as others, I am only recounting what I felt during these
observations. Don’t avoid a location because it feels weird and by the same token don’t stay in
a place because it feels good. Give both places equal weight and equal importance since these
are merely sensations that come and pass, come and pass.
Another technique that is suggested is to pay attention to multiple areas at the same time,
simultaneous attention. This is really good to get the mind used to the entire body as opposed
to single parts. Try focusing on the entire leg and shoulder at the same time, or a small area on
the upper back and the big toe. Having this level of concentration and awareness is incredibly
helpful for what I call the cleaning process.
The whole thing with my face and all other sensations lighting up, that only gets activated when
I notice my breathing on my upper lip, so if I don’t notice or pay attention to my breathing on
my upper lip I should be okay...or so I thought. I had just been training for 4 days to get that
sensation to register and refine it enough to feel more and now it was giving me too much
feeling that I didn’t understand. These spots were again dirt that needed to be handled.
Spend the day honing the routine, because it will be very useful the next day.
This night was the worst. I got 4 hours of sleep, missed the next morning’s 4:30am meditation. I
have to breathe to stay alive, and I’ve been training my mind and body to both recognize and
react respectively in accordance to what is observed. This becomes a problem when the intense
thoughts come in, and my only recourse is to practice deep breathing to put them at ease, but
now while I’m fighting these intense emotions, I’m also plagued with a pressure build up in my
face and the pressure does not go down. It goes from small area to big area, to tight pressure,
to stuffy nose, to throbbing, to heat, to pulsing. It was all over the map, very turbulent. Again,
somehow after hours of trying various things, pushups, sit-ups, upright meditation, pacing in an
8x12 room, I eventually somehow fell asleep.
Example of Sensations
Numbness
Pain
Heat
Cold
Breeze
Feeling of clothing

Itching
Throbbing
Pulsing
Tingling
Twitching
Trembling
Awareness
- I bring up Awareness because it’s the most obvious yet the most overlooked. Close your eyes
and direct your attention, not your eyes, but attention to the body part, can you realize that it
exists. Doesn’t have to be any of the above mentioned sensations, but the mere fact that you
can acknowledge its existence is a sensation.
50 hours down...50 more to go...

Day 6
Slept right through the morning meditation. I felt so guilty that right after breakfast, I went to
the mediation hall at 7am and practiced scanning my body piece by piece, part by part and sat
focused moving very little, having few wandering thoughts making progress, but still fumbling in
the dark not sure what I was doing until 11am. I was determined to make up for lost time which
is a ridiculous concept. The time is gone, trying doubly hard doesn’t make the time doubly
fruitful it just ends up increasing frustration. I did a lot of reminding myself that these feelings
don’t last long, they come and they go, they come and they go. By this time, my wandering
mind was getting much better tamed. I was able to go for what felt like a few minutes without
my mind going anywhere.
During the breaks I was practicing walking and breathing without letting the mind wander. I was
literally taking what one would consider adult baby steps. Literally one heel would land directly
in front of the other foot's toe. If I at all noticed my mind wandering, I would snap it back as fast
as possible. This exercise served me very well. I basically spent every moment of the day either
scanning my body while sitting, or walking and forcing focus and paying attention to breathing. I
noticed that when I would observe my breath it would be erratic, meaning I would try and
control it. Separating the thinking mind from the mechanical action was a challenge, but by
forcing smooth transition between breaths while observing gave me a powerful tool to continue
to meditate even if there was an interruption in thought.
I started to get really bored, going over the same body parts with limited understanding of what
I was supposed to do. I had been so focused on the outside and now kind of excited that I could
focus on different body parts that I thought what about organs? At the time I didn’t make the
connection, but now it seems so simple. The only way I knew how to get to organs was through
the throat. I started exploring with sensations in my mouth. First my tongue, then I thought
about my teeth, whoa cool, my tongue I get sensations, my teeth I can feel pressure in the
gums, okay, lets go further back and the throat walls were next. I used my imagination for this
and visualized what it would be like to go down the throat, what shape, how narrow, or wide,
and I just felt sensations as I bounced from wall to wall, kind of like a ping pong ball bouncing
down a narrow well. I got down to a point I couldn't feel anything and then came back up after
a few minutes of poking. That was cool, I can’t really go anywhere else, let me try going to the
brain. Only way to the brain for me was through the ear maybe. I started focusing on the ear
canal, but quickly realized my sensing capabilities were too blunt to feel my way through the ear
so back to work. Time to sharpen my mind's tool. I went back to breathing and felt for even
subtler sensations than before. After a few minutes of sharpening, I noticed something very
different. The temperature of exhale was much cooler than before. That’s strange, interesting,
not sure what to make of it. I have no clue what I’m doing and Anicca, this is rising and passing,
rising and passing. Don’t get attached to it.
The 6-7pm meditation is over, and I’m walking outside and I notice something very
remarkable. I know why the temperature dropped. I was no longer drawing breath from my
nose and chest; I was now drawing breath directly from my diaphragm. It was a far more
efficient way for my body to breath and work, without exerting as much muscle. Whoa! Mind
blown, I just changed the way my body takes in oxygen at the physical level. Now I’m seeing the

powers of meditation. I highly recommend getting to this point as soon as possible as it will
open up an entire world of possibilities. More focus, more power, more efficient use of muscle.
The subconscious mind just helped the conscious mind realize a better way to use the
body. The 2 beings have finally met and progress is made. It dawned on me that this is the first
time that the conscious and subconscious have ever really been introduced to each other. It also
dawned on me that the conscious mind is so limited in its capacity. The conscious mind can only
process so much information whereas the subconscious mind has been processing and taking
care of everything at the physical level since the time of inception of the body. This means that
the conscious mind now has to adapt and learn and grow to understand what the subconscious
learns and that is what we are here to practice and learn.
I finally am able to sleep a lot better, the onslaught of thoughts has subsided a great deal, and
now I just want to practice breathing from my newly found body part.
60 hours down...Only 40 more to go...

Day 7
A new day, a brighter day, and today I focus on honing my new breathing skills, much deeper
breath, more area to cover more things to see, more power and force. I found two massive pain
spots in my body through this process. One was in the middle of my head, a nerve bundle along
my spine and the second was on the middle of the forehead. I started applying my new
breathing energies to the areas and seeing what would happen. I started with the forehead and
the more I paid attention to the spot the more my head would feel sensations, however I
observed that I could only apply pressure half the time on the exhale, not the inhale. I got to
work on how to solve this problem. I began slowing my breath down and focusing my
concentration on an easier area, specifically my face since there was so much activity there, it
would be easy to control breath. I noticed 2 things again, the block, patchy, hazy, pressure filled
areas would break apart, and for a few moments I was able to get pressure both ways, inhale
and exhale.
Today was also a very important day for me in regards to searching and clearing dirt. During our
group interviews one of the students asked, what if I don’t feel anything. The teacher simply
asked him to close his eyes and asked if he was aware if he had a shoulder. At that moment I
made the connection that simply being aware is good enough. It doesn’t have to be a
prominent sensation. Before the course, if I closed my eyes I would not know if I had a shin or
not, outside the intellectual fact that I have a shin. After this awareness connection was made in
my mind, it became clear that focusing 1-2 minutes on each dark spot like Goenkaji had pointed
out would work. Sure enough it did. With my newfound breathing powers and my chest and
abdomen as dark spots, I went to work shoveling the dirt away. Sure enough, sensations started
firing off left and right. My mind was now occupied again and the boredom of just figuring out
breath had subsided. I went to work breaking down big areas of dark to smaller areas.
It was also at this time that I discovered the next tool in my tool kit. The simple fact that I’m only
aware of where my mind focuses, not where my breath is. For example, in my mind I thought
that I had to pay attention to the sensation derived by breath and focus on the body part,
splitting my focus however this isn’t the case. This is actually a hindrance. In my case, I could
fully focus on the sensation or the breath, one or the other, not both. This doesn’t mean I had
to stop breathing, it just meant that instead of focusing on the result of breath and sensations
derived from it, I could now continue deep breathing and focus 100% on the body part that
needed cleaning. Basically instead of having a big shovel for the big dirt and little shovel to
make sure I had a big shovel (this probably doesn’t make sense) I just realized I had a big shovel.
The next task, get the shovel to work on both exhale and inhale.
Progress, in leaps now, I’m clearing out dirt, sensations are popping up everywhere, I know what
I’m doing and it’s making sense. I’m starting to appreciate my discomforts more and more
because through the shoveling of the dirt, I’m releasing the buildup of years of reactions and
training my mind to focus more. During this cleaning process my ears started ringing with a high
pitch frequency. I had heard this come up in my life randomly but only a handful of times. Now
it came up in both ears. I immediately thought, oh no, what if this doesn’t go away, and then
calmed myself down and thought Anicca. Everything that comes up must go, and sure enough

after what felt like 30 minutes, it finally subsided and went away. It came back again, but this
time for a much shorter duration, possibly 10 minutes. The proof was starting to reveal itself
and I was getting much more comfortable with the technique.
Sleep was not good, but not because of any intense thoughts, it turned to excitement. I want to
keep going and going. I meditated that night for about 30-40 minutes, just feeling my
sensations, not making sense of them but just observing. I’m excited for tomorrow.
70 hours down...Only 30 left...

Day 8
Cleaning and scrubbing begins at a much more rapid pace now. How can I do this faster,
because this is taking a long time? Now my chest and abdomen are back to being invisible.
Anicca, rising and falling, rising and falling. It all makes sense but the progress seems to have
stalled. I play around more with breathing and cleaning. I can now make my mental shovel into
different shapes to cover multiple areas or specific sizes or shapes of areas. I could get two
shoulders cleared to what I thought at the time was a desirable tingling. Breathing was on point,
I had my shovel working both on the inhale and exhale pretty consistently. The big breakthrough
for me after all the practice and skills development came at night. I was thinking to myself how
deep can I go within the body and can I feel bones? I focused on my index finger, felt the
pressure, then felt a pulse of a later underneath, went there, then felt another layer and it was
there that I either felt a deep stinging sensation. This thought made me think if I felt pain, then
the subconscious deals with a lot of pain and there is a lot left to explore, lifetimes worth, or if I
just caused the pain, then do I have the ability to interact with external objects. I lean more
towards the former but the latte is not out the realm of possibility.
80 hours gone...I only have 20 more hours left to practice, time to focus

Day 9
The most frustrating day yet. After all this progress my impatience kicks in high gear. I’m on a
mission, how far am I going to dig, and dig and uncover dirt. At this rate it’s an insane process
that will take forever. From 4:30am to 2:30pm I meditated so hard that I actually got a pinch in
my right shoulder. I was so determined to find something different, my search had stalled for
far too long. Dark areas remained dark, the buzzing/tingling feeling hadn’t really changed, now
other areas were starting to go dark. Frustration was rising and I was not having any Anicca, I
was full on craving and I knew it, could feel it, and didn’t care. Something had to happen or else
this meditation is a joke. 1:30-2:30pm, a new audio plays and I hear exactly what I need to hear.
The dark areas are covered by a lot of Sankharas or a buildup of reactions and need extra time
to be cleaned. “Oh…Okay”. Back to work with renewed enthusiasm. I scrubbed, saw results,
3:30 – 5pm I lost focus 4 times and only for 30 seconds maximum. I was zoned in clearing it all
away. 5:30 – 7pm clearing dirt, barely losing any focus. During the evening discourse, I
meditated through with my eyes open. Every minute is now precious. It becomes even more
apparent now that Day 10 talking begins after 10 AM. This day I discover something else. Every
throb, every ache, every twitch, if it’s a build-up of reactions or Sankharas, I’m going to press full
on no matter what the sensations. I started massaging knots in my back and they would release
and the moment they would release, other knots in other areas of the body would start to
release. Big areas of blocks of stuck veins, in the middle of my spine, middle of the forehead, I
began attacking with vigor. Keeping up both on inhale and exhale, I was becoming obsessive
with the removal. I knew that with each release, I actually felt better. With each release came a
rush of positive feelings. I imagined that maybe this is how massage started. The purpose was
to work out kinks and twitches and twinges while the recipient focuses on breathing thereby
both releasing Sankharas and not generating any new ones. I was finally starting to see real
results. I didn’t want to stop meditating at all.
90 hours gone...I only have 10 more hours left to make use of the facility

Day 10
I hit the morning meditation session with enthusaism, plowed right through the 2 hours session,
with a brief 5 minutes break to recharge my mind and I was back at it again. 6:30 the breakfast
bell rings and quickly power through breakfast and I’m back in the hall by 7, meditating all the
way until 9 am. From 9 to 10 am, I can’t concentrate due to audio of the final hours being
played. Half my focus is on the audio, the other half on scrubbing away. 10 am rolls in and now
it’s talking time, almost felt like mandatory fun. I didn’t want to talk to anyone, I wanted to
meditate. I relaxed a bit and realized I too needed a break from meditation, this was going to be
a lifetime thing so take it easy. Day 10 my entire body stayed buzzing and every opportunity I
could I scrubbed and scrubbed. There were some documentaries we watched, meditated
through that, then had a final sitting and discourse, and medidtated through all of that. I was
meditating while talking to people in the evening as well. No matter what was going to happen I
was going to try and stay as focused as possible.
I practically meditated through the entire day, every minute I could. I was in the meditation hall
most of the day, working everything out and at night another breakthrough. I felt a small itching
or rash like sensation near my stomach under the surface of the skin. I thought Anicca; let’s see
where this takes me. As I’m lying in bed, I pay attention to every feeling that occurs and start
breathing deeper into each sensation. The rash grows, and grows. I’m thinking that I’ve just
unleashed a massive body rash on myself, but oh well, if it comes it must go. I follow the
pattern of head to toe, toe to head and do this sweep a few times. The rash feeling becomes an
intense itching feeling and I still press further. Toes are itching, my body is heating up, it feels
like a hot night even thought I don’t have a blanket, then I try for my rib cage and that’s when
my entire body felt like it was consumed. It felt like that for about an hour and I couldn’t hold
the feeling further but I knew I was onto it. I was clearing away the dirt at a much more rapid
pace now.
100 hours gone, never to come back...knowing what I know now, I want these 100 hours back

Departure
I’m now so sad but yet so happy. I’m sad that I no longer have this place to practice and we
have to leave, but I’m happy that I learned so much, that places like this exist and for having the
gift of Dhamma. And yes, I am aware that I did form an attachment or craving to this technique.
I want to volunteer, I donate, I want to come back, I want to become a teacher. All I can keep
thinking is what more is there than this thing inside of us worth pursuing. The cold water
pouring over us feeling that Goenkaji talks about, I know it’s around the corner. The entire bus
ride home, I’m sweeping and clearing out dirt, attacking every pleasant and unpleasant
sensation. I’m meditating while walking, while moving, my focus is so in tune. Today I went to
the gym and tried meditating and walking and it happened. I felt like I was a walking air
conditioner. I was so cool, my breath changed to being cool, no longer hot, anywhere. For 45
minutes I’m on a treadmill walking and feeling cool and calm like I just I just drank water after
eating a piece of icebreaker gum. It just happened, it was hard to believe, it was calming,
elating, fresh, walking was more freeing, the anger felt gone.
I came home after the gym and immediately knew that I had to write my experience up and
share it with anyone that has been to or is yet to take the Vipassana. I don’t know the full extent
of what happened, but I know that I like it. I am so incredibly thankful that Dhamma centers
exist, I am thankful to S.N. Goenkaji. The people who promote, volunteer, and support
Dhamma, the teachers and to everyone who has ever participated in a course. Thank you, Be
Happy
I have a lifetime to practice…

Epilogue
It’s been exactly 1 month since I completed my first Vipassana course. I have not had a single
drink since then, not becuase I’m supressing any urge, but mainly because I just don’t have the
urge to suppress. My days are far more productive, and my focus is far better. I’m able to come
up with plans and execute on them because I can see them in action. I wish i could say that I’ve
found enlightenment and I can see into the past, future, float and have visions but this is far
from the truth. However, I did learn how to take the first steps to taming the mind. Instead of a
lifetime of reacting to everything around me, I now at least have the awareness and
wherewithall the know what I’m reacting to. I’m the type of person who wants to contribute to
a functional quality education system that works because I know children who are educated are
more likely to turn into productive moral adults. In the same likeness I want to contribute to
spreading awareness of this technique because it will turn people into more aware beings
leading to less irrationality in the world.
-Be Happy J

